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LETTER XII.

Newmarket on Ferg, Co. of Clare, Sept. 12, 1817.

MY DEAR L.

This morning we left the memorable city of Limerick. Our last view from the end of
Thomond-bridge was very fine. The walls and towers, venerably picturesque, and still very
lofty, hang over the Shannon’s azure waves, as the city and distant shipping formed a noble
picture to the right. The Shannon yields to none of the rivers of Ireland in the beauty of his
colour. To-day it looks as blue, and much grander than the Seine at Paris.

As we proceeded, the Clare mountains rose, and spread with many charms before us ; light
shadows, and yellow patches of grain, marked their green sides, as a graceful waving line ter-
minated their summits. The road proved level and good, having these mountains on the right,
and the Shannon at a distance on the left. Our way ran through fine meadows, spreading a
great expanse of verdure, to the river ; and as we began to ascend, a vast amphitheatre of
mountains met the eye. The opposite banks of the prince of streams appeared, covered with
rich woods, mansions, and here and there a towering and ruined castle. As we arrived at
Crattogh-woods, we seemed lost in the picturesque of Wales, and a charming cottage nestling
in them, completed the illusion. From a small chapel near, there is a prodigious fine view of
the Shannon, enriched by surrounding scenery, on which the pleased eye dwells with rapture!
The day proved very fine, and the harvest went on merrily in every field. We saw many
fine crops of wheat and oats. Reaping and hay-making employed every busy hand, and the
joyous laugh, and jocund Irish song, frequently struck our ears. We did not perceive as much
flax as we wished.

Carrick, a Gallian castle, makes a very noble object on the other side the Shannon in this
walk, as well as the seats of Colonel Moncell, Mr. Irving, and Mr. Cowper.

It is quite impossible to do justice, my dear L., to the riches and grandeur of these land-
scapes by any description. Again floated through my busy mind, an early aboriginal period,
when harvest, as now—

“ Crown’d with the sickle, and the wheaten sheaf
Came nodding on,”—

And the fervent prayer swelled in my breast, that other golden times may come for these poor
people amongst whom we walk.



Directed to avoid the six-mile bridge-road, we turned to the left in our progress to New-
market, and from an eminence beheld, at the end of a great plain, chiefly fine meadow,
Bunratty-castle, an ancient seat of the O’Briens. New and beautiful glimpses of the Shannon
shone in the rays of the sun, and the venerable buildings once possessed by a royal house,
gave high interest to the picture before us. The Kerry and Limerick mountains rose in the far
distant back-ground. Numerous and handsome seats continued to adorn the noble river which
was winding his way to the ocean, increasing in grandeur and breadth, and accompanying us
on this enchanting walk.

Bunratty-castle is an ancient pile, of much grandeur. Its front is enclosed between two high
square towers,—wooded hills ascend behind. The kings of Munster once resided occasion-
ally there ; perhaps, too, the truly renowned and royal hero, Brian Borom.

Hay-making proceeded on all sides, as we approached the castle, and caused a very cheer-
ful appearance in its vicinity. We were very politely permitted, by Mr. Stoddert, who resides
in it, to view the interior, which is exceedingly venerable. A great hall, or dining-room, arched
with stone, in a very perfect manner, is still quite entire.

The evening began to fall. We left Bunratty filled with respect for an ancient pile, which,
though shorn of royal splendour, was deserving attention, as the proud record of Ireland’s an-
cient times ! Many of Munster’s kings were learned and illustrious men, and occasionally
threw gleams of glory on ferocious ages.

We were obliged to make a rapid progress to Newmarket, continuing it through a fine
country. The Shannon had far withdrawn, and his charming landscapes no more allured us on
our way ; but the wonderful beauty we had been surveying all day, dwelt in our remembrance.

We reached Newmarket on Ferg late, and a good deal fatigued ; but this our first pleasing
entrance into what we consider Connaught, had so very much gratified us, that we thought
our labour well bestowed. From Limerick and its vicinity we perceived the tone of speaking
to alter, and become a great deal less disagreeable than that of Munster, as also the manners of
the people to grow milder.

At Newmarket we discovered an excellent small inn, beautifully situated at the extremity of
the village. We met at it good accommodation of every kind, and a respectable hostess and
her daughter, who used every effort to render us comfortable, and to give and procure for us
every possible information. As these are attentions pedestrians do not always receive at the
head inns in Ireland, they, were the more agreeable to us.

Though the unrivalled beauties of the way had so much pleased us, a walk of sixteen or
seventeen Irish miles did not fail to be felt, and made the reception we met with from Mrs.
Serjeant, our worthy landlady, very welcome. To pedestrians, such a circumstance is often of
great consequence, and contributes much to their progress the following day. A refreshing
repose, in excellent beds, made us quite alert the succeeding morning. In dressing I per-
ceived, for the first time, and at the stables of our inn, a kind of horse-police, facetiously
called, by the Irish—Peelers, from the secretary’s name who has introduced them, in hope of
tranquillizing a country which, alas ! my dear L., is already but too much burthened by ex-
pensive establishments, and whose agriculture can scarcely bear two years more the rents and
imposts it is loaded with ! These police are paid by the baronies, or parishes, where they are
quartered, in case of turbulence ; and the expence, we are told, in some places, amounts to
eight or ten shillings the acre. They have been of considerable service, it is said, in several
parts of this county, and if the objection as to laying another burthen on the land could be



avoided, might for some time be a valuable and unexceptionable aid to the magistrates. I ap-
prehend, such expensive establishments must go a great way to absorb revenue, and can no
more restrain , a great population than the chains Xerxes ordered to be thrown into the sea
could the Hellespont. The expence of one of these flying corps of Peelers is not less than
£4,000 in a district annually.

The situation of our inn proved as beautiful in the morning as our reception the night before
had been agreeable. Mrs.—— , our landlady’s daughter, shewed us some prospects near the
house, which were very fine. We again recognized the far-distant Shannon, winding through a
continued landscape. Newmarket on Ferg, (which beings prettily seated on an inlet of the
Shannon, is so called) has suffered dreadfully from the fever. At this town, and in its neigh-
bourhood, it has, until this last week, raged like a plague. “ We knew not,'” said our pleasing
and intelligent guide, Mrs.—— , “ in the morning, of what death we should hear ; or, at night,
who could be said to lie down in safety. Funerals were frequent, and mourning in every
house. But when we were almost in despair. the hand of God arresteid this malady, and we are
now tolerably free from it.”

The death of Miss Colpoys, a most amiable and benevolent young lady, residing near New-
market, has been universally lamented. She caught this direful fever by ministering to the
wants of the poor, and giving them food with her own hands. In a week she was no more !
Young and charming, she fell an early victim to her humanity ! The Catholic bishop, who is a
most worthy and dignified character, near this, has just lost, by the same cruel disease, a
beloved nephew, of high respectability, and the father of a young family. When such char-
acters fall, what must be the fate of the wretched inhabitants of the mud-walled cottages we
have seen in Clare ! and in and near this village ! It is from such abodes of poverty that this
pestilence emanates— it is in them it lurks—and from their inmates is infection so often
personally caught. I do not know if any more recent instance of plague occurs than that in
1690 and 91, (of which Ireton died at Limerick) so general and fatal as the present disorder!

However pleased we are with this inn. and the fine country which smiles round it, you will
not wonder that our feelings have been peculiarly saddened at Newmarket on Ferg. It is but
lately that the horrors of famine pressed the poor people down, and nearly drove them to
deeds of desperation ! Mrs. —— told us a pleasant anecdote of their folly some months ago,
when tumultuously assembling to procure food in any manner they could. A worthy clergy-
man, who had a pretty villa near our inn, diverted himself by lighting up a summer-house and
some surrounding palisades, in manner of fortifications, with gas-lights ; and, on particular
nights, discharging muskets and small cannon ! A party of the starving people had resolved
(on one of his state rejoicing-nights) to go to Dromoland, and seize all the provisions they
could in Sir Edward O’Brien’s absence. They proceeded to the number of several hundreds ;
but seeing the gas-lights, and hearing some firing, they turned, fled, and dispersed ! I am
happy to add, that Sir Edward O’Brien soon after arrived at home, and, by generous and great
relief to the poor, much lessened their disposition to outrage of this kind ! We hasten on our
way. Believe me ever your’s, &c. &c.

LETTER XIII.

Crusheen Sept. 13, 1817.
MY DEAR L.

After viewing Mr. Palmer’s house and gardens, we took leave of the respectable family at
our inn, who, by their attentions, had made our pedestrian tour very agreeable to us in this



part of the country. The weather was unpromising ; but our time and the advanced season
compelled us to proceed.

We very soon reached the beautiful lodge and entrance to Dromoland, the noble seat of Sir
Edward O’Brien, a lineal descendant of the royal house of O’Brien. The lodge is one of the
best taste and chastest execution we have seen, well-suiting the grandeur of Dromoland. From
thence the avenue sweeps through extensive grounds and woods to the house. This venerable
mansion stands on a gentle eminence, surrounded by noble trees, and overlooks a large and
beautiful lake beneath the windows. The opposite hills rise gracefully above it, and form a
lovely amphitheatre circling round, and blending with the groves and verdant meadows of
Dromoland. From these hills are various views of the Shannon and country. The ancient
appearance of the mansion-house, on which ivy had thrown here and there its leaves of
glossy-green, was pleasing to us, as being far superior to that of many modern buildings. Sir
Edward O’Brien received us with great politeness. The interior of the house is noble, and
many good paintings very much gratified us. Those of Lord Clarendon, Queen Anne, Duch-
ess of York, (wife of James the Second,) and of Lord Clarendon’s two sons, are in a small
room adjoining the drawing-room. There was a connection in Queen Anne’s time be-tween
Lord Clarendon’s and the O’Brien family. The picture of the Duchess of York is a beautiful
one. I believe there is a second of Queen Anne, but I do not exactly recollect. The pictures of
the Queen and of Lord Clarendon are good. This little selection is valuable, and highly
interesting. On the stair-case a fine figurey painted as large as life, of the royal hero Brian
Borom, an ancestor of the respected owner of Dromoland, met our view. It is very respect-
ably execute, and has great animation ! The king sits on horseback, and seems directing an
army. Dublin and Clontarfe appear in the distant ground. His countenance is animated by
conscious rectitude, and the hope of liberating his country beams through it. Brian was called
to the throne of Ireland, from that of Munster, at the age of seventy, and, at that of eighty-
eight, fought the battle of Ciontarfe against the Danes and those Irish who encouraged them ;
for history informs us, that these foreigners were instigated to rise against the monarch of
Ireland by mal-content Irish.

After former historic studies, it was certainly a high gratification to see, at Dromoland, this
picture. It is equally wrong to raise history to a fabulous and incredible point of fictitious
glory, as to degrade it by unfair and dishonourable depreciation, or by ridicule of its brightest
parts.

This King of Munster does not yield to an English Alfred in public or private virtues.—
Their object was the same—to free their country from piratic and ferocious Danes. Success
crowned Alfred ; and men generally attribute all merit to it. The Irish king had but too many
of his own subjects to contend with ! many of them encouraged the Danes to resist the
patriotic plans of improving the constitution and government of Ireland. His enlarged views
did not suit the haughtiness of rival houses, and the licentiousness of degenerate and turbul-
ent factions. Envy raised her snakey heads, in every corner, against this patriot king and hero ;
and he fell at Cloncarfe, happily for himself, in the bosom of glory, and spared the pangs of
his old age being bowed down by a country’s ingratitude, or an enemy’s success.

The rival feuds of royal Irish houses, and the arrogance and renewed power of the Danes,
which followed his decease, evince this clearly. It is not certain if this king was killed in his
tent, or died at Kilmainham of his wounds. He refused the request of his son to abstain from
the battle. He beautifully exemplified the saying, “ Dulce et decorum est pro patriâ mori.”

Brian had contemplated forming a fleet to protect Ireland ; but it is quite evident, from the
radical vices of the constitution of your government, and the strong footing the Danes had



got, as well as from the vanity and insubordination of the Irish of those times, leading them to
detest and embarrass a superior genius at home, that he must have failed in this, as in his
other plans—worthy, indeed, of an Alfred ! but incapable of succeeding through the causes I
mention. But to the immortal hero himself may well be applied the great poet’s eulogium,
that—“ His name and honour shall endure till time be no more !”

The loss at the battle of Clontarfe was nearly equal on each side—about four thousand ; It is
not to be omitted, that one of the petty despots, a King of Meath, look no part on the occas-
ion ; but looked on with his troops, and retired after the action.

In the gallery above the stair-case, where this picture of the patriot king was, we saw several
very good ones, and a remarkable fine portrait of some character unknown, done by Vandyke.
There was, also, a Spanish table of curious workmanship and large size ; extremely
handsome, and in the antique style of fashionable furniture of those times. It had been cast on
the shore of Ireland when the Spanish armada had been dispersed. That event caused the
shipwreck of many Spanish vessels on these coasts, with troops, treasures, and stores on
board. Here were, also, a pair of elk’s horns, an animal long extinct in Ireland, and most parts
of Europe.

Sir Edwamd O’Brien had the goodness to shew us these interesting pictures himself, add-
ing highly to our gratification by the remarks of an enlightened mind, and by that generous
politeness which eminently distinguishes, above most men, the true Irish gentleman.

From the drawing-room windows, the charming lake of Dromoland, on which the placid
swans moved about, appears very beautiful. Though the day was unfavourable, nothing could
hide (though the misty atmosphere somewhat diminished) the beauties of the scene.

Sir Edward and Lady O’Brien treated us with an hospitality peculiarly pleasing to pedest-
rians, who find the occasional charms of refined conversation and manners the best refresh-
ment on their toilsome and devious way. Sir Edward directed us himself to the best path
through his fine demesnes, and we left Dromoland, pleased with every scene, and gratified by
every moment we had enjoyed there. Sir Edward O’Brien is a good agriculturist, without too
much devoting himself to farming, and by his residence employs many. In the late famine,
this family opened wide the stores of private bounty.

We hasten from this princely place on our way to Quin Abbey, a very few miles distant. Our
walk led us, by private roads, along the small river of Quin, to this ancient ruin. We were as-
tonished at beholding it. Quin Abbey is one of the most perfect ruins in Ireland, and of won-
derful beauty. Its tower, cloisters, and aisles, deserve great attention. There we saw an incre-
dible quantity of bones and sculls, long blanched by time’s resistless hand—they were piled
in great quantities in the abbey. What awful records, my dear L., of the past ! How many busy
and thinking beings were these whitened fragments of mortality once ! Some devoted to war,
some to religion, some to commerce, or agriculture !—all now silent, and alike insensible to
the howling blast and cold rains, or snows of winter, as to the sweet charms of a spring, or
summer day ! The day proved wet ; and as we strayed through the venerable and finely gothic
aisles and cloisters of this abbey, we felt these melancholy truths, for we pedestrians were but
humbly journeying on to close our short career, and be no more known ! There is a church as
well as monastery at Quin. There seems, and have been there, two parts of religious
establishment at most of the ruins we meet. I apprehend that education and devout retirement
occupied one, and the exercises of religious worship the other. From the introduction of
Christianity, Ireland indubitably became distinguished for learning and piety in less than a



century. These magnificent remains remind us of it. I am not, as I have often told you, an
antiquarian; and, indeed, we have scarcely time to spare from studying the present living
hour, for all the minute and distant points of antiquity. Some ruins we behold may have
flourished before,—others after the coming of the English. That which I incline to call the
monastic era in Ireland, commencing at the period I state, was certainly favourable to every
thing noble and glorious in the human mind.

As late as the time of Henry the Second, we perceive the Irish clergy struggling for the
liberty of the subject against the petty despots of the island. And at the monastic era, it is clear
they were, as far as circumstances permitted them, the guardians of learning, freedom, and
law ! The Roman power had fallen, and a dark and double desptism was rising over con-
tinental Europe, in its emancipated kingdoms. Their kings and their clergy were favourable to
the ignorance and superstition which gave despotic power to each ; but, in Ireland, Christ-
ianity breathed a far more benign influence! It very much softened and restrained the arbit-
rary power of its numerous little despotisms, and being unpolluted by the manners and vices
of the Continent, had a more powerful and better efiect, on a smaller space, than elsewhere
could be found.

The Anglo-Saxon nobles and princes, and even those from other parts, came to Ireland in
those times for instruction, or retirement ; and were hospitably and nobly received ! Ireland
then sent learned and pious men, as missionaries, to enlighten other parts of Europe ; and the
gleam of liberty and religion, which burst from her verdant island, is a high proof of the intel-
lect and love of learning which, to this hour, distinguishes her inhabitants. Petty despots res-
pected religion in Ireland, when nothing else over-awed them. And the monastic era, which
endured till the coming of the Danes in the beginning of the eighth century, gave Ireland more
repose and spread more civilization than the thousand preceding years. Then, truly,
Christianity shone with unclouded lustre in one favoured spot ; and the learned and pious
men, who, devoid of all political and selfish purposes, administered the rights of its worship ;
cultivated, and communicated the light of ancient and modern learning, and raised a barrier
between an enslaved people and haughty princes,—are entitled to lasting veneration !

The Abbey of Quin well merits every traveller’s observation. We could not leave it without
a mournful sigh. We recollected Glendaloch. That, too, an asylum for learning ; we could not
but grieve, that the human mind in Ireland, through a thousand conflicting and unfortunate
circumstances, had fallen into neglect, and that the lustre of its powers had been dimmed by
unwise oppression, and the fatal endurance of a system, withering its buds and blossoms for
so many centuries !

Let me not be thought to repeat such a reflection too often. Surely, if governments suppress
learning and genius, they have no ground to censure the ignorance and barbarity which after-
wards produce insubordination and violences !

The Danes disturbed the monastic era in Ireland by the most ferocious outrages. They
directed their ravages against every learned and religious house, and were animated by a truly
barbaric spirit. Glendaloch, that romantic, and almost sublime seat of the muses, and of piety,
to which I introduced you in our first walk, fell a sacrifice to their brutal fury. Conquerors of a
rude description war against the mind, its productions, and its classic retreats, with in-
stinctive fury.

In modern days, the late ruler of France, it is said, had begun to cause the finest works of
the ancient poets and historians to be maimed, and deprived of their noblest and most exalted
passages. Such were some of his improvements !



I cannot acquit, as much as I desire, the English from depressing and destroying the ancient
learning of Ireland ! We find very early statutes against her language—one of the most vener-
able and noble in the world ; and the disappearance of her poetry, her harps, her music, her
religious and classic seminaries, speaks woefully, though not altogether against them in this
point !

The Danes had done much in three hundred years previous possession of great part of the
island, and I much suspect that the petty despots themselves were poor encouragers of literat-
ure and genius. All combined, and acted in various ways to extinguish them ; and the
beautiful ruins we have just quitted are one among many silent testimonies of what Ireland
was, and what she has suffered. I allude to her monastic era. Since its extinction, the lamp of
science and poetry has but glimmered through the storm.

Elizabeth herself, a scholar of no ordinary merits and perhaps, (if she had not been destined
to be the slave of party, and a queen,) a star of brilliant light in higher regions than those of
politics, used war and religious persecution against Ireland and her sanctuaries.

The Stuarts, who affected to patronize learning and the arts, but sought arbitrary power, by
corrupt or cruel means, abandoned this land to adventurers, who were no great favourers of
Irish learning or talent. Cromwell tried extermination and exile. William and Anne proscribed
by statute. What result have we ? An immense unimproved and unhappy population. mould-
ering ruins, and a silent country, where the harp lumbers, poetry but murmurs a little, and the
vigorous pen of genius lies unused in the shade !

When you visit the Abbey of Quin you will not be surprized at these thoughts. It is really
very grands and its aisles reminded us of Westminster Abbey. A new church is building near
it, however, which will somewhat injure the lonely and grand picturesque of this most vene-
rable scene. The village near the Abbey is wretched ; the cabins very poor.

Leaving the Abbey of Quin, we proceeded along a wild road, and, as the day improved, saw
many distant mountains. There is great poverty in Clare, and the miserable attempt to sell un-
licensed spirits in their mud-cottages scarcely excites displeasure ; in a country where there is
no trade, where agriculture is overwhelmed, and the people too numerous, nature struggles to
procure some livelihood, and labour and fatigue seeks some humble refreshment.

In our walks we repeatedly experience the inconvenience springing from the great poverty
of a country which affords no ale for travellers ;— is not permitted to sell or use the humble
home-made whiskey ;—and has no orchards to produce cyder !

In the evening we stopped at a village called Spancer Hill. There the houses are poor, but a
few neatly thatched ones are respectable. We smiled to exchange the splendid scene of
Droimoland, in a few hours, for the very humble reception and fare of Spancer Hill. But the
pedestrian is cheered by variety. He delays not long on his path, and, from the meanest views
of human nature, enriches his stores.

Spancer Hill is encompassed by singular round hills, but the country wants wood, and the
land is too dear to permit improvement. They commonly give six guineas per acre for their
potatoe-ground. On leaving this village, the evening-sun broke out in full splendour, lighted
every hill and small lake in this picturesque country, and, penetrating the humble cottage,
beamed on the scanty furniture within. The Clare people are civil and friendly, and give every
information or direction they could. The high rents afflict them in a considerable manner, and



in their conversation we perceived a kind of despair, mingled with the hope that landlords and
great farmers must yield the vain pretension of holding them up at war-rates. How happy for
Ireland, my dear L., if all had brought them down promptly, and with a good grace, when the
markets fell. What pains might have been saved !—What riots avoided !—What idle pre-
cautions been made unnecessary ! I greatly incline to think agricultural produce must yet be
left to find its own level. Perhaps (as they have it, by some old custom in Guernsey,) land-
lords, by taking the rents in corn, will, in the end, find the just price of their lands. Many
landlords have thought it a good expedient to take cattle, or any commodity tenants may
have, in lieu of rent they cannot get. This must strip every farm of stocky and ruin the tenant
for the ensuing year.

On our way the robin sung his. evening lay in the hedge, and the narrow rural road we fol-
lowed became very pleasing. We passed Moriarty, a handsome wooded place of Major
Macnamara’s, and had a distant view of Ennis. As the evening fast closed upon us we reached
an irregular but beautiful lake, on a distant bank of which stood a small ruined castle. The
rural toils of the day were ending, and the cottagers everywhere bringing home cattle, or ply-
ing little household cares at their doors. Loughgullion spread its whispering waters along the
road at our feet, and the coot murmured among the reeds. As we grew fatigued we saw, with
pleasure, the small village of Crusheen, situated in Inchicronan Lake. We were now entering
Connaught (according to its last division), and began to perceive one of its peculiarities and
great beauties—the picturesque and frequent lake scattered through it. We had seen several
this day. We found an old ruined house converted into a tolerable inn, at Crusheen, and met
great civility, an humble supper, and very clean good beds. The manners of the people have
become Very mild. We meet kindness and great readiness to oblige in all parts. We ask our-
selves, is this Connaught, represented to us as wild and impassable ? But we shall know more
presently.

I now bid you adieu, &c. &c.
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